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Abstract 

A connected graph ( )EVG ,  is said to admit a prime distance anti-magic labeling if there 

exists an one-one function ( ) ZGVf →:  such that ( ) ( )vfuf −  is a prime number for every 

pair of adjacent vertices u and v in G and also all the edge labeling must be distinct. In this 

paper we have discussed about prime distance anti-magic labeling of some special kind of graphs 

such as caterpillar, spider, Bi-Star, mn PC @  and binary tree graphs. Also we have calculated 

determinant, characteristic polynomial and characteristic roots of caterpillar and spider graphs.  

1. Introduction 

In this research we mean a graph G by finite connected undirected graph 

with p vertices and q edges. Let ( )GV  and ( )GE  be the number of 

vertices and number edges of the graph respectively. 

For detailed survey of graph labeling we refer Gallian’s [1] work. 

In 1994, N. Hartsfield and Ringel [2] introduced the concept of anti-magic 

graph. Each vertex labeling f of a graph ( )EVG ,=  from ( ) GE,,2,1,0   

induces an edge labeling f  where ( )ef   is sum the labels of end vertices of 

an edge e. Labeling f is called anti-magic if and only if all the edge labeling 

are pairwisely distinct. 

In 2013, Laison et al. [3] have defined a graph G to be a prime distance 
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graph if there exists a one-one labeling of its vertices given by ( ) ZGVf →:  

such that for any two adjacent vertices u and v, the integer ( ) ( )vfuf −  is a 

prime and f is called a prime distance labeling of G. They also defined 

( ) ( ) ( )vfufuvf −  and called f a prime distance labeling of G. Therefore, G is 

a prime distance graph if and only if there exists a prime distance labeling of 

G. Prime distance properties were studied in [4]. For a various graph 

theoretic notation and terminology, we follow [5]. 

2. Preliminaries 

We will give brief summary of definitions and other information which 

are useful for the present investigations. 

Definition 2.1. Caterpillar is a tree with all vertices either on a single 

central path or distance one away from it. The central path may be 

considered to be the largest path in the caterpillar, so that both end vertices 

have valency one. 

Definition 2.2. A spider ( )2,nPSP  is a caterpillar ( )nXXXS ,,, 21   

where 2=nX  and .1,,2,1,0 −== niXi   

Definition 2.3. The graph mn PCG @=  is called dragon consists of a 

cycle nC  together with a path mP  one end vertex 1a  of mP  is joined with a 

node nu  of .nC  That is ( ) ( )  21 VVGVGE   where  nuuuV ,,, 211 =  of 

vertices of the cycle nC  and  maaaV ,,, 212 =  of vertices of the path .mP  

Therefore ( )  mnvvvGV += ,,, 21   and ( ) ( ) ( )  .1auPECEGE nmn =  

Hence mn PC @  contains mn +  vertices and equal number of edges. 

Definition 2.4. Bi-star is the graph obtained by joining apex vertices of 

two copies of .,1 nK  

3. Prime Distance Graphs 

Here we discussed about prime distance labeling of some special kind of 

graphs. 
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Theorem 3.1. Every caterpillar admits prime distance anti-magic 

labeling. 

Proof. Let iu  be the vertices of the central path of the caterpillar and 

.1 ni   

Let ia  be the end vertices which is attached to the corresponding vertices 

of the path .iu  

Define ( ) ZGVf →:  by  

( ) ;11 =af  

( ) ( ) ;111 pafuf +=  

( ) ( ) ;222 pafuf +=  

In general 

( ) ( ) ;1 nnn pufuf += −  

( ) ( ) 1++= nnn pufvf  

Also ( ) ( ) ( )thnnn npufvf 11 +==− +  prime. 

Now to get the edge labeling, for any two adjacent vertices u and v the 

integer ( ) ( )vfuf −  is prime and distinct. 

Hence the caterpillar admits prime distance anti-magic labeling. 

Example 3.2. The following figure 3.1 is prime distance anti-magic 

labeling of caterpillar ( )321 ,, XXXST =   

 

Figure 3.1. 
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Theorem 3.3. Every spider ( )2,nPSP  admits prime distance anti-magic 

labeling.  

Proof. Consider the graph ( ).2,nPSPG =  It has 1+n  vertices and 1+n  

edges. Here the path vertices of the spider are denoted as nuuu ,,, 21   and 

21, aa  are the end vertices which is attached to the first vertex of the path 

.np  Therefore the cardinality of the vertex set of G is .2+n  

Here ( )    .2,111 11 =−= + IaunivvGE iii   

Hence ( ) .1+= nGE  

Define ( ) ZGVf →:  by ( ) ( ) .6,1 21 == afaf  

( ) 21 3 puf ==  

( ) ( ) 312 pufuf =  

In general  

( ) ( ) .11 −− += nnn pufuf   

The assignment of edge labeling satisfies the condition that for any two 

adjacent vertices u and ( ) ( )vfuf −  is prime and all are distinct from each 

other. 

Hence the spider admits prime distance anti-magic labeling. 

Example 3.4. The below figure 3.2 shows the prime distance anti-magic 

labeling of the spider ( ).2,2SP  

 

Figure 3.2. 
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Theorem 3.5. The graph mn PC @  admits prime distance anti-magic 

labeling.  

Proof. Consider mn PCG @=  and it has mn +  vertices and mn +  

edges.  

Let nuuu ,,, 21   be the vertices of the cycle .nC  

Let nvvv ,,, 21   be the vertices of the path .mP  

Here ( )    mn vvvuuuGV ,,,,,, 2121 =  

Therefore ( ) .mnGV +=  

Here ( )      1111 111 −−= ++ mivvuuniuuGE iinii   

 1vun  

Hence ( ) .mnGE +=  

Let ( ) ZGVf →:  be a 11 −  labeling defined by 

( ) ;11 =uf  

( ) ( ) ;112 pufuf +=  

( ) ( ) ;11 −− += nnn pufuf  

( ) ( ) 221 −− += nnn pvfuf  

where np  is the nth prime, such that for any two adjacent vertices u and v 

satisfies ( ) ( )vfuf −  is prime and distinct. Hence the graph mn PC @  admits 

prime distance anti-magic labeling. 

Example 3.6. The figure 3.3 is the prime distance anti-magic labeling of 

.@ 2PCn  
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Figure 3.3. 

Theorem 3.7. Bi-star nnB ,  admits prime distance anti-magic labeling. 

Proof. Let 21, uu  be the vertices of the apex vertex. 

Let naaa ,,, 21   be the vertices which is attached to the apex vertex 1u  

and nbbb ,,, 21   be vertices which is attached to apex vertex of .2u  The 

vertex assignments are ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )thn nufafufuf 1;2;1 121 ++===  prime 

and ( ) ( ) ( )thnn nufbf 2++=  prime. To get the edge labeling using the 

condition of ( ) ( )vfuf −  and it must be distinct. Hence the proof. 

Theorem 3.8. Binary tree admits prime distance labeling. 

Proof. The vertex labeling is ( ) ZGVf →:  such that for any two 

adjacent vertices u and v, the integer ( ) ( )vfuf −  is a prime and the edge 

labeling is also defined as ( ) ( ) ( )vfufuvf −=  and all are distinct. 

Therefore, binary tree is a prime distance anti-magic graph. 

Theorem 3.9. If the graph G has a prime distance anti-magic labeling, 

then G contains a unique cycle. 

Proof. Consider the graph G. 

Suppose it has more than cycle then the edge labeling of G fails to the 

condition of prime. 

Hence it is proved. 
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4. Spectral Values of Caterpillar and Spider Graphs 

We present the eigenvalues and characteristic polynomial of caterpillar 

and spider graphs. 

Theorem 4.1. The characteristic polynomial of the caterpillar is always 

admitting even powers of the terms. 

Proof. Since the cardinality of the caterpillar is always even. Hence its 

characteristic polynomial has even powers of term. 

Thus proved. 

Theorem 4.2. The determinant value of adjacency matrix of the 

caterpillar is always .2  

Proof. For example, consider the caterpillar ( )nXXXST ,, 21=   

Its ( ) ATm =



























=
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000010
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100010

011101

000010

 

( ) .1det −=A  

Eigenvalues 



























−

−

−

=

9319.1

1

5176.0

5176.0

1

9319.1

  

Theorem 4.3. The characteristic roots of caterpillar have always real and 

distinct. 

Proof. By using characteristic polynomial, we get the result. 

Theorem 4.4. The characteristic roots of caterpillar has always in the 

form of .a  
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Proof. By using theorem 8, we can directly get the result. 

Observations 4.5  

1. The determinant value of the spider is always zero. 

2. If the spider has even degree then its characteristic polynomial admits 

even power of terms only. 

3. If ( )GV  of the spider is even then its characteristic roots of the form 

is .a  
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